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In a metal-oxide-semiconductor-based spin-photodiode, the helicity of an incoming light is

efficiently converted into an electrical signal by exploiting (i) the helicity dependence of the

degree of optical spin orientation for photogenerated carriers in the semiconductor and (ii)

the spin-dependent tunneling transmission of the insulating barrier between the semiconductor

and a ferromagnetic metal. Here, we propose a theoretical model for predicting the electrical

response of the device to a circularly polarized light, by integrating the Fert-Jaffrès frame-

work [A. Fert and H. Jaffrès, Phys. Rev. B 64, 184420 (2001)] with a helicity-dependent

photo-generation term. A figure of merit, related to the variation of the electrical response to

the switching of the light helicity from right to left, is defined, and its dependence on the

constitutive parameters of the device (barrier resistivity and spin selectivity, semiconductor

resistivity and spin diffusion length) is shown. Finally, a simple analytical formula for identi-

fying the optimal resistance barrier leading to the maximum efficiency is found and experi-

mentally validated on Fe/MgO/Ge spin-photodiodes. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962204]

I. INTRODUCTION

The potential of spin-optoelectronics relies on the

possibility of manipulating and reading the photon helicity

by acting on the magnetization of ferromagnetic electro-

des in integrated devices, i.e., without the need of exter-

nal optical elements. This is particularly appealing for

information and communication technology applications

such as data transmission cryptography, reconfigurable

optical interconnects, optical switches, and modulators.1,2

Along the path of constructing a fully scalable technologi-

cal platform for spin-optoelectronics, different elements

are needed: optical guides or fibers preserving the state of

circular polarization of light,3 spin-light-emitting-diodes

(spin-LEDs),4–7 and spin-photodetectors (spin-PDs),8–11

converting electrical signals into photon helicity and vice

versa. Despite the potential interest of such devices, a

very limited number of theoretical models are available in

the literature. Moreover, they typically employ quite com-

plicated mathematics,12,13 while simple formulae relating

the device performances to the physical parameters (mate-

rials, dimensions...) are lacking.

In this paper, we consider spin-photodetectors based

on a Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) structure,14–18

where the metal is a ferromagnet (FM) and the semicon-

ductor (SC) presents a direct band-gap at the C-point of

the electronic band structure (e.g., GaAs and Ge). This

structure is highly suitable for the electrical reading of

the light helicity because of (i) the helicity dependence of

the degree of optical spin orientation for photo-generated

carriers in the SC and (ii) the spin-dependent tunneling

transmission of the insulating oxide barrier between the

SC and the FM. The simplicity of the structure we pro-

pose, with respect to more complex templates such as

those involving quantum wells10 or p-n junctions,19 has

different advantages: it allows for integration on Silicon

(both Ge20 and GaAs21 can be epitaxially grown on Si

substrates via proper buffer layers); it can be realized by

either molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) (as the devices we

show in Sec. V) and magnetron sputtering, since the spin

filtering properties of the MgO barrier are essentially

equivalent in the two cases;17 it can be described employ-

ing a simple formalism, with few relevant quantities and

allowing an analytical solution, as we show below. The

first two advantages, in particular, are well suitable for

industrial exploitation of this technology, paving the way

for a potential large-scale realization of CMOS-

compatible light polarization photodetectors. Moreover,

these devices are fully integrated, because their operation

does not need any external optical element (polarizers,

quarter-wave plates) to be employed and can be scaled

down to a micrometer scale, so that bi-dimensional arrays

of spin-PDs can be realized in order to perform spatial-

resolved detection of light polarization. The potential

applications of spin-PDs are extremely wide, from detec-

tion of molecule chirality in biology, to optical communi-

cations with circularly polarized light, and to three-state-

based (left, right, and zero circular polarization) informa-

tion technology.

The operating principle of the spin-PD can be sche-

matized by a three-step process. First, spin polarized

photo-carriers are generated in the SC by illuminating it

with circularly polarized light; the photo-carrier spin

polarization is determined by the optical selection rules

acting in the C-point of the SC band-structure.22 Then,

under the action of an electric field in the SC, produced

by an external bias voltage, the photo-generated electrons
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and holes separate each other and move in opposite direc-

tions: in forward (reverse) bias, electrons (holes) move

towards the barrier and undergo the tunneling. The trans-

mission of the barrier depends on the relative orientation

between the carrier spin polarization and the FM magneti-

zation: this means that photocarriers suffer a different

resistance for a spin parallel or antiparallel to the FM

magnetization, and this finally leads to a modulation of

the electrical response of the device (i.e., a different mag-

nitude of the current at a fixed incident light intensity).

Because the spin of the photo-carriers depends on the pho-

ton helicity, from the electrical response of the spin-PD is

then possible to go back to the initial light polarization.

The conversion efficiency between the light helicity and

the electrical response of the device may depend on many

parameters, such as the thickness of the layers involved, the

doping level of the SC, and the oxide barrier characteristics

(resistance and spin selectivity). In this paper, we present a

theoretical model (Secs. II and III) where the relationships

between the conversion efficiency and the device parameters

(Sec. IV) are ending up into a simple analytical formula giv-

ing the optimal parameter set for maximizing the spin-PD

efficiency. Finally, an experimental validation is reported in

Sec. V, where the relationship between the barrier thickness

and the conversion efficiency in a Fe/MgO/Ge-based spin-

PD is interpreted in the frame of our model.

II. MODEL FOR SPIN-POLARIZED TRANSPORT
WITH PHOTO-GENERATION

Fig. 1(a) reports the scheme of our MOS device com-

posed by (i) a ferromagnetic layer (FM) with thickness

zFM; (ii) an insulating barrier (B), that we treat as a zero-

thickness layer; and (iii) a semiconductor layer (SC) with

thickness zSC. DV is the voltage drop between the FM

and the SC sides of the device. J is the total current per

unit area (from now on simply called current), flowing

parallel to the z axis. When the device works in forward

bias (FB), that is DV> 0, electrons move from the SC to

the FM, while holes move in the opposite direction. The

device is illuminated by a circularly polarized light, prop-

agating along the z axis, coming from the FM side.

Crossing the FM, light suffers differential absorption for

left and right circular polarization due to Magnetic

Circular Dichroism (MCD); anyway, this effect (that is

very small, in the order of 0.5% for a wavelength of

1300 nm) will not be considered in the present work,

assuming that the light intensity reaching the SC is the

same for both the polarizations. We note that it is quite

easy, in experimental data, to disentangle the MCD con-

tribution from the helicity-dependent transmission,

employing the phenomenological model of Ref. 15, so

that we can disregard the MCD effect in our analysis

without loss of generality.

If the photon energy is larger than the SC band-gap,

electron-hole pairs are photo-generated in the SC and sepa-

rated by the electric field, due to the band bending in the

depletion zone and/or to the external voltage DV. In this

paper, we make the same approximation of Ref. 23, assum-

ing for simplicity that the SC bands are flat and neglecting

any built-in voltage and Schottky barrier. This means that

the SC, in our model, acts as a linear resistor. The current-

voltage characteristic of the device, that is essentially a

tunnelling junction, is cubic;42,44 anyway, being always the

photocurrent far smaller than the dc current (Jph� J0), it fol-

lows that the perturbation introduced by the illumination in

terms of resistance is negligible, so that it can be thought as

linear around the working point. Consequently, it is appropri-

ate to treat the device as the series of three resistors (corre-

sponding to FM, B, and SC, respectively), following the same

approach of Fert and Jaffrès in Ref. 23. This simplification

allows for solving analytically the model described below,

leading to a mathematical expression for the spin filtering

efficiency where all the parameter dependences are clearly

defined. Moreover, we note that even if a fully general

quantitative model should require band bending effects to be

included, leading to a device structure typical of a diode (non-

linear current-voltage characteristics), our model works quite

well for spin-PDs based on MgO barriers, because of Fermi

level depinning at the interface between MgO and some semi-

conductors, such as Ge42 and GaAs.24

The total current flowing across the device (J) is com-

posed by two contributions: (i) a light-independent term (J0),

produced by the application of the external voltage DV, and

(ii) the photocurrent (Jph) due to the light illumination,

dependent on the light intensity reaching the SC and on the

SC characteristics (absorption, quantum efficiency, and

recombination). In a n-type SC, J0 is an electron current,

while in Jph both electrons and holes are involved, because

of the charge neutrality of the photo-generated pairs. As

shown in Fig. 1(a), in forward bias photo-electrons move

from the SC to the FM, crossing B and thus experiencing

spin filtering; the corresponding photo-generated holes, by

contrary, move in the opposite direction, losing their spin

information during their travel in the SC. In the following,

we will focus our attention to the case of positive bias and to

the electron current (from now on called J).

A. Equation for spin-polarized transport
with photo-generation in the semiconductor

The model we present in this paper is based on the Fert-

Jaffrès (FJ) model of the FM/B/SC template,23 to which we

FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the MOS photodiode, composed by a ferromagnet

(FM), an insulating barrier (B), and a semiconductor (SC), in the forward

bias regime and (b) electrical setup employed for the constant voltage mea-

surement mode (CVMM).
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add a spin-dependent photo-generation term with non-

uniform spatial distribution inside the SC, related to the light

absorption profile. In the FJ model, the injection of a spin

polarized current from a FM to a SC (or, more generally, to a

non-magnetic material) is treated within the Valet-Fert (VF)

framework,25 based on macroscopic transport equations

derived from the Boltzmann equation when the spin relaxa-

tion is much slower than the momentum relaxation.

We start writing the continuity equation in the SC as

follows:

@nþ �ð Þ

@t
¼ 1

e

@Jþ �ð Þ

@z
� nþ �ð Þ � n� þð Þ

s
þ �ð Þ
sf

: (1)

The sign þ(�) indicates the absolute direction of the

spin with respect to the z axis (see Fig. 1(a)). nþð�Þ and Jþð�Þ

are the electron density and the current for þ(�) electrons at

position z in the SC. The left side and the first term in the

right side of Eq. (1) correspond to the classical continuity

equation: as a matter of fact, if we sum up Eq. (1) written for

þ electrons and for � electrons, we recover the classical

continuity equation for the electron (n¼ nþþ n�) and the

current (J¼ Jþþ J�) densities. The second term in the right

side of Eq. (1) accounts for the spin relaxation in the SC,

with characteristic spin lifetime sþð�Þsf . As discussed above

and following FJ,23 we consider a flat-band situation, i.e.,

any band bending in the SC depletion zone is neglected.

In a steady state condition, the electron densities (nþ,

n�) are constant over time, so that Eq. (1) becomes

1

e

@Jþ �ð Þ

@z
¼ nþ �ð Þ � n� þð Þ

s
þ �ð Þ
sf

: (2)

This equation is equivalent to Eq. (10) in the VF work25

that describes the one-dimensional macroscopic transport

including spin relaxation. Employing the VF equation, we

come to the following equation, where the electrochemical

potentials (�lþð�Þ) of the þ (�) electrons have been introduced:

nþ �ð Þ � n� þð Þ

s
þ �ð Þ
sf

¼ rþ �ð Þ

e2

�lþ �ð Þ � �l� þð Þ

l
þ �ð Þ2
sf

: (3)

rþð�Þ is the electrical conductivity and l
þð�Þ
sf is the spin relax-

ation length in the SC for þ(�) electrons. l
þð�Þ
sf is related to

the spin relaxation time sþð�Þsf by the expression l
þð�Þ
sf

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dþð�Þsþð�Þsf

q
, where Dþð�Þ is the diffusion coefficient for

þ(�) electrons.

We now introduce the photocurrent in the continuity

equation. The effective photo-generation of electrons þ(�)

at position z can be described by26

G
þð�Þ

ef f ðzÞ ¼ gþð�Þr expð�aLzÞ: (4)

gþð�Þr is the photo-generation rate for þ(�) electrons, that

we assume constant over z,27 and aL is the light absorption

coefficient in SC. We assume that recombination of photo-

excited electron and holes is included in the gþð�Þr coefficient

that thus gives the net number of þ(�) photo-electrons per

second that are available to electrical transport (see also

Appendix A). We note that, because we are working in the

forward bias regime, the contribution of spin polarized holes

to the helicity dependent signal is null. As a matter of fact,

holes drift away from the barrier and lose their spin polariza-

tion inside the SC, so that their contribution is not considered

in our model.

The current density flowing into the photodiode is the

sum of an unpolarised component J0, generated by the volt-

age drop applied to the device, and a spin-polarized one (Jph)

related to the photo-generation. Experimentally, J0 � Jph at

each value of the bias (excluding Vbias¼ 0), so that the

recombination will be dominated by electrons from J0 that

do not contribute to the measured spin asymmetry. For this

reason, we would expect a second order effect due to the

recombination of photogenerated electrons with unpolarised

holes.28 By including the photo-generation term (Eq. (4)) in

the continuity equation (1), we obtain

@nþ �ð Þ

@t
¼ 1

e

@Jþ �ð Þ

@z
� nþ �ð Þ � n� þð Þ

s
þ �ð Þ
sf

þ g
þ �ð Þ
r exp �aLzð Þ: (5)

In a steady state condition and multiplying for e2qþð�Þ,
Eq. (5) becomes

eqþ �ð Þ
@Jþ �ð Þ

@z
¼ �lþ �ð Þ � �l� þð Þ

l
þ �ð Þ2
sf

� e2qþ �ð Þg
þ �ð Þ
r exp �aLzð Þ;

(6)

where we employed Eq. (3) and we defined the electrical

resistivity qþð�Þ ¼ 1=rþð�Þ for þ(�) electrons.

In addition to the continuity equation (1), VF25 consid-

ers the equivalent of the Ohm’s law for þ(�) electrons (Eq.

(11) in the VF work)

Jþ �ð Þ ¼ 1

eqþ �ð Þ
@�lþ �ð Þ

@z
¼ 1

qþ �ð Þ
F6

1

e

@Dl
@z

� �
: (7)

Following VF, we express the electrochemical potential

for þ(�) electrons as �lþð�Þ ¼ �l6Dl, and we define F as the

gradient of �l divided by e (Eq. (12) in the VF work).25 Dl is

the splitting (divided by two) between the electrochemical

potentials of þ and � electrons due to the spin accumulation

in the SC. F is equivalent to an electric field and takes into

account the spin independent part of the electrochemical

potential (�l).

By employing Eq. (7), we rewrite Eq. (6) as

e
@F

@z
6
@2Dl
@z2

¼ 6
Dl

l
þ �ð Þ2
sf

� e2qþ �ð Þg
þ �ð Þ
r exp �aLzð Þ: (8)

In a non-magnetic SC, the þ and � resistivities are the

same: qþ ¼ q� ¼ 2qSC. In a two current model,29 qSC can

be interpreted as the resistivity of the parallel between qþ

and q�. The spin relaxation lengths are also equivalent:

lþsf ¼ l�sf ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

lSC
sf , where lSC

sf is given by the relation ð1=lSC
sf Þ

2

¼ ð1=lþsf Þ
2 þ ð1=l�sf Þ

2
.25
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We rewrite the photo-generation rate as gþð�Þr
¼ ð�gr6DgrÞ=2, and we define the polarization of the photo-

generated electron current as

Pr ¼
gþr � g�r
gþr þ g�r

¼ Dgr

�gr
; (9)

Pr follows from the conservation of angular momentum

and its value is determined by the selection rules relating the

polarization state of the light (r) with the probability of

exciting electron-hole pairs with a given spin direction (þ or

�) with respect to the z-component of the angular momen-

tum L¼r �h. For example, in GaAs30 and Ge,31,32 the maxi-

mum theoretical polarization is Pr¼�0.5r, where r¼þ1

(�1) means right (left) circular polarization, and can be

achieved exciting the SC with a photon resonant with the

direct gap at the C point (1.42 eV for GaAs and 0.8 eV for

Ge at room temperature (RT)).

In order to separate the F and Dl contributions, we add

and subtract Eq. (8) for þ and for � electrons, leading to the

following equations:

@F

@z
¼ �eqSC�gr exp �aLzð Þ; (10)

@2Dl
@z2

¼ Dl

lSC2

sf

� e2qSCDgr exp �aLzð Þ: (11)

Their solutions are

F zð Þ ¼
eqsc�gr

aL
exp �aLzð Þ þ A1; (12)

Dl zð Þ ¼ A3 exp z=lSC
sf

� �
þ A4 exp �z=lSC

sf

� �

þ lsf
2

1� aL
2lSC2

sf

e2qSCDgr exp �aLzð Þ: (13)

The electrochemical potentials �lþð�Þ and the currents

Jþð�Þ follow from Eqs. (12) and (13):

�lþ �ð Þ zð Þ ¼ � e2qSC�gr

aL
2

exp �aLzð Þ þ A1ezþ A2

6A3 exp z=lSC
sf

� �
6A4 exp �z=lSC

sf

� �

6
lSC2

sf

1� aL
2lSC2

sf

e2qSCDgr exp �aLzð Þ; (14)

Jþ �ð Þ zð Þ ¼
e�gr

2aL
exp �aLzð Þ þ

A1

2qSC

6
A3

2eqSClSC
sf

exp z=lSC
sf

� �

7
A4

2eqSClSC
sf

exp �z=lSC
sf

� �
7

lSC2

sf

1� aL
2lSC2

sf

� eaLDgr

2
exp �aLzð Þ: (15)

�lþð�Þ ¼ �l6Dl (Eq. (14)) is obtained by Eq. (13) and inte-

grating eF(z) (Eq. (12)) over z, according to the definition of

F.25 Jþ(�) (Eq. (15)) is obtained substituting F (Eq. (12)) and

Dl (Eq. (13)) in Eq. (7). A1, A2, A3, and A4 are arbitrary con-

stants, to be defined by the boundary conditions (BCs) of the

problem, as described in Secs. II C and II D.

B. Spin-polarized transport in the ferromagnet
and across the barrier

According to FJ,23 the electrochemical potentials and

the currents in the FM are

�lþð�ÞðzÞ¼qFMð1�b2Þe�Jz7B1ð16bÞexpðz=lFM
sf ÞþB2; (16)

Jþ �ð Þ zð Þ ¼ 17bð Þ
�J

2
7

B1

2eqFMlFM
sf

exp z=lFM
sf

� �
: (17)

qþð�ÞFM ¼ 2qFMð16bÞ is the FM resistivity for þ(�) elec-

trons;25 lFM
sf is the spin diffusion length in the FM; �J is the

electron current in the FM, constant along the FM thickness.

As in the FJ model, the barrier (B) at the FM/SC inter-

face is treated as a zero-thickness layer, with a spin-

dependent resistance for unit surface r
þð�Þ
B ¼ 2rBð16cÞ.25 B1

and B2 are arbitrary constants, to be defined by the boundary

conditions in Secs. II C and II D. By the way, we note that

because both A2 and B2 play the role of additive constants in

the electrochemical potentials (see Eqs. (14) and (16)), only

one is actually meaningful (e.g., B2), while the other one can

be set to zero (e.g., A2¼ 0) without loss of generality. The

parameters to be defined by the boundary conditions are then

five: A1, A3, A4, B1, and B2.

C. Boundary conditions for the semiconductor

The electron current in the SC is given by summing up

Eq. (15) for (þ) and (�) electrons

J zð Þ ¼ Jþ zð Þ þ J� zð Þ ¼
e�gr

aL
exp �aLzð Þ þ

A1

qSC

: (18)

Because of the photo-generation inside the SC, the elec-

tron current J(z) varies exponentially along the SC with

attenuation length kL¼ aL
�1, where aL is the light absorption

coefficient in the SC. At a distance from the interface much

larger than kL ðz� kLÞ, only the light-independent term J0 is

present: no photo-electrons are created because light is

completely attenuated, and those generated at a distance

closer to the barrier will travel towards the barrier, in the for-

ward bias regime, so that none of them will contribute to the

current here. Assuming zSC � kL, that is the SC length is

much larger than the light attenuation length, the first bound-

ary condition (BC) is thus JðzSCÞ ¼ J0, from what it follows,

from Eq. (18), A1 ¼ qSCJ0.

The second BC reflects the absence of spin accumulation

(Dl ¼ 0) at a distance from the interface much larger than

the spin relaxation length (z� lSC
sf ). If we assume zSC � lSC

sf ,

that is the SC length is much larger than the spin relaxation

length, it follows DlðzSCÞ ¼ 0. From Eq. (13), recalling that

zSC � kL as discussed above, we obtain A3 ¼ 0.

With A1 ¼ qSCJ0 and A3 ¼ 0, only three parameters

remain to be given: A4, B1, and B2.

D. Matching conditions at the interface between
the semiconductor and the ferromagnet

According to Eq. (18), the current J at the interface is

continuous: Jð0þÞ ¼ Jð0�Þ, where z¼ 0þ and z¼ 0� corre-

spond to the SC and FM sides of the interface, respectively
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J0 þ
e�gr

aL
¼ �J : (19)

As discussed in Sec. II C, J0 is the current in the SC far

from the interface (z� aL
�1), while �J is current in the FM,

constant over length. e�gr=aL (from now on called Jph) can be

interpreted as the contribution of the electrons photo-generated

in the SC to the current at the interface (see also Appendix A).

Making the assumption of neglecting spin flip events at

the interface,23 Jþ and J� separately must be continuous in

z¼ 0: Jþð�Þð0þÞ ¼ Jþð�Þð0�Þ. Because of the continuity of J
imposed above, only one of the two conditions (on Jþ or J�)

is independent. For example, we consider the condition on

Jþ, that is Jþð0þÞ ¼ Jþð0�Þ, and from Eqs. (15) and (17) it

follows:

J0

2
þ x

2erSC
�ar �

A4

2erSC
� x

2erSC
Dar

¼ 1� bð Þ J0

2
þ x

2erSC
�ar

� �
� B1

2erFM
: (20)

In Eq. (20), we used A1 ¼ qSCJ0 and A3 ¼ 0, we defined

rFM ¼ qFMlFM
sf , rSC ¼ qSClSC

sf , and x ¼ aLlSC
sf , and we

introduced

Dar ¼
e2qSClSC2

sf

1� aL
2lSC2

sf

Dgr; (21)

�ar ¼
e2qSC

aL
2

�gr: (22)

While the þ and � currents are continuous in z¼ 0, the cor-

responding electrochemical potentials are not because of

the voltage drop across the barrier: �lþð�Þð0þÞ ��lþð�Þð0�Þ
¼ er

þð�Þ
B Jþð�Þð0Þ. By using Eqs. (14) and (16) and remem-

bering that Jþð�Þð0�Þ ¼ Jþð�Þð0þÞ, we obtain the following

conditions for þ and � electrons:

��ar6A46Dar½ � � 7B1 16bð Þ þ B2½ �

¼ 2rB 16cð Þe 17bð Þ J0

2
þ x

2erSC
�ar

� �
7

B1

2erFM

� �
: (23)

The solution of the system of Eqs. (20) and (23) for þ
and � electrons is reported in Appendix B.

III. OPERATION OF THE SPIN-PHOTODIODE

A. Calculation of the voltage drop across the device

When a current flows in the device, a voltage drop DV is

produced between the FM (z¼�zFM) and the SC (z¼ zSC)

sides

DV ¼ V zSCð Þ � V �zFMð Þ ¼
�l zSCð Þ � �l �zFMð Þ

e
: (24)

The spin independent parts of the electrochemical poten-

tials, �lðzSCÞ and �lð�zFMÞ, can be calculated from Eqs. (14)

and (16)

�l zSCð Þ ¼
�lþ zSCð Þ þ �l� zSCð Þ

2

¼ qSCeJ0zSC � �ar exp �aLzSCð Þ; (25)

�l �zFMð Þ ¼
�lþ �zFMð Þ þ �l� �zFMð Þ

2

¼ �qFM 1� b2
	 


e J0 þ
e�gr

aL

� �
zFM

� B1b exp �zFM=lFM
sf

� �
þ B2: (26)

Consequently, DV results

DV ¼ qSCJ0zSC þ qFM 1� b2
	 


J0 þ
e�gr

aL

� �
zFM

� �ar

e
exp �aLzSCð Þ þ

B1

e
b exp �zFM=lFM

sf

� �
� B2

e
;

(27)

with the coefficients B1 and B2 given in Appendix B.

Assuming both the FM and the SC as semi-infinite

(strictly, zFM � lFM
sf and zSC � a�1

L ), the exponential terms

in Eq. (27) can be neglected

DV ¼ �rSCJ0 þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM J0 þ
e�gr

aL

� �
� B2

e
; (28)

�rSC ¼ qSCzSC and ð1� b2Þ�rFM ¼ ð1� b2ÞqFMzFM are the

resistances per unit area of the SC and of the FM, respec-

tively. The latter is calculated as the parallel between rþFM

¼ qþFMzFM and r�FM ¼ q�FMzFM, with qþð�ÞFM ¼ 2qFMð16bÞ,
according to the two current model.29 Then, �rSCJ0 and

ð1� b2Þ�rFMðJ0 þ e�gr=aLÞ are the voltage drops across the

SC and the FM when crossed by currents J0 and J0 þ Jph,

respectively. The dependence from the degree of optical spin

orientation for photo-generated carriers in the SC (Dgr)

enters only in the last term of Eq. (28), i.e., �B2=e; the

expression of B2 is reported in Appendix B.

Before considering the general case (spin-PD illumi-

nated by circularly polarized light), we start with trivial sit-

uations in order to verify the model, that is (a) without light

and (b) with not polarized, or linearly polarized, light. After

that, we will come to the more general case (c), with circu-

larly polarized light.

(a) If no photo-excitation is present (�gr ¼ Dgr ¼ 0), B2

(see Appendix B) becomes

B2 ¼ �
ð1� c2ÞrB

2 þ ð1� 2cbþ b2ÞrBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB
eJ0 ¼ �r�eJ0: (29)
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Correspondingly, DV is

DV ¼ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM þ
1� c2
	 


rB
2 þ 1� 2cbþ b2

	 

rBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB

" #
J0; (30)

or by employing r* defined in Eq. (29)

DV ¼ ½�rSC þ ð1� b2Þ�rFM þ r��J0 ¼ r0J0; (31)

r0 can be defined as the resistance per unit area of the

device in the absence of photo-excitation. If the FM is

not magnetized, both the FM and B conductivities are

spin independent (i.e., b¼ c¼ 0), then Eq. (30) reduces

to DV ¼ ½�rSC þ �rFM þ rB�J0: the total resistance is just

the series of the SC, FM, and B resistances, as reason-

ably expected.

(b) If the spin-PD is illuminated with either not polarized

or linearly polarized light,33 photo-generation takes

place (�gr 6¼ 0) but without net degree of optical spin

orientation ðDgr ¼ 0Þ. Taking B2 from Appendix B,

DV becomes

DV ¼ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM þ r�
� �

J0 þ
1� c2
	 


rB
2 þ 1� 2cbþ b2

	 

rBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB
þ rSC

x

( )
Jph

¼ r0J0 þ r� þ rSC

x

� �
Jph: (32)

With respect to case (a) (Eq. (31)), an additional volt-

age term appears because of the photo-generated car-

riers (Jph) crossing the device.

(c) Finally, if the spin-PD is illuminated by circularly

polarized light ð�gr 6¼ 0;Dgr 6¼ 0Þ, DV becomes

DV ¼ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM þ r�
� �

J0 þ r� þ rSC

x

� �
Jph

þ crB þ brFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB
x� 1ð ÞDar

e
: (33)

Rewriting Dar(see Eqs. (21) and (22)) as

Dar ¼ Pr
x2

1� x2
�ar ¼ Pr

x
1� x2

rSCeJph; (34)

Eq. (33) can be expressed as

DV ¼ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM þ r�
� �

J0

þ r� þ rSC

x
� rSC

crB þ brFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB

x
1þ x

Pr

� �
Jph

¼ r0J0 þ rrJph: (35)

Thus, the voltage drop DV is the sum of two contribu-

tions: (i) a helicity-independent term r0J0; and (ii) a helicity-

dependent term rrJph, where rr (the term in square brackets

multiplying Jph in Eq. (35)) is a function of the photo-current

polarization Pr.

B. Constant current measurement mode (CCMM)

We consider a spin-PD illuminated by a circularly polar-

ized light with helicity r that produces in the SC an electron

photocurrent Jph with degree of optical spin orientation Pr.

The photocurrent Jph¼ e�gr=aL depends on the light intensity

(contained in the photo-generation rate �gr) and on the SC

parameters (aL, �gr) but is independent of the voltage drop

DV. We neglect any spurious effect of the light polarization

(such as the magnetic circular dichroism in the FM layer).34

First, we discuss the case where we keep the total cur-

rent �J (see Eq. (19)) constant and fixed along the device.

Because Jph depends on the SC and light properties only,

during the photodiode operation J0 ¼ �J � Jph is fixed too.

We are interested in the behaviour of the voltage drop across

the device (DVr, given by Eq. (35)) when the light polariza-

tion is switched from right (r¼þ1) to left (r¼�1)

D DVrð Þ ¼ DVr¼�1 � DVr¼þ1

¼ rSC
crB þ brFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB

x
1þ x

DPrJph

¼ rSC SPð ÞI
x

1þ x
DPrJph; (36)

where DPr ¼ Pr¼�1 � Pr¼þ1. We note that, for sake of sym-

metry, Pr¼�1 ¼ �Pr¼þ1, so that DPr ¼ 2Pr¼�1 ¼ �2Pr¼þ1.

In the following, for simplicity we will write DPr ¼ 2Pr,

assuming implicitly r ¼ �1 (left circular polarization).

We observe that (SP)I in Eq. (36) is formally equivalent

to the spin polarization of the current at a FM/B/SC inter-

face, in the absence of illumination, found by FJ (see Eq.

(20) in Ref. 23). The same conclusions drawn by FJ apply

also in this case: both c and rB must be different from zero in

order to obtain a sizable spin-dependent signal DðDVrÞ; the

larger is rB with respect to rSC and rFM, the larger is DðDVrÞ.
In the limit case rB � rSC, rFM we obtain ðSPÞI � c and

DðDVrÞ achieves its maximum value
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D DVrð Þ � 2rSCc
x

1þ x
PrJph ¼ 2rSCc

lSC
sf

kL þ lSC
sf

PrJph: (37)

If kL � lSC
sf (as typically happens for photoelectrons

excited above the SC gap at the C point),16,18 the electrons

are photo-generated close to the barrier: their path towards

the latter is then very short, and the consequent depolariza-

tion is negligible. In this case, DðDVrÞ becomes independent

of lSC
sf and is directly proportional to the product rSCc Pr. By

contrary, if kL > lSC
sf (as for photoelectrons with energy reso-

nant or very close to the SC gap at the C point),16,18 the elec-

trons are photo-generated far from the barrier, and thus can

be easily depolarized while moving towards the barrier. In

this case, DðDVrÞ is reduced by the factor lSC
sf =ðkL þ lSC

sf Þ < 1

and, in the limit kL � lSC
sf , the helicity dependence of the

voltage drop will be completely eliminated.

C. Constant voltage measurement mode (CVMM)

In this second measurement mode, the voltage drop DV

is kept fixed and the total current (�J
r
) is measured as a func-

tion of the light polarization (r). We define DJr ¼ �J
r¼�1

� �J
r¼þ1

as the difference between the currents flowing in

the device when it is illuminated by left (r¼�1) and right

(r¼þ1) circularly polarized light. Recalling that �J
r ¼ Jr

0

þJph and observing that Jph¼ e�gr=aL is independent of r
and DV, we obtain DJr ¼ Jr¼�1

0 � Jr¼þ1
0 , where Jr

0 comes

from Eq. (35)

Jr
0 ¼

DV � rrJph

r0

: (38)

After some mathematics, DJr becomes

DJr ¼ rr¼þ1 � rr¼�1

r0

Jph ¼
rSC crB þ brFMð Þ

rFM þ rSC þ rBð Þ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM

� �
þ 1� c2ð ÞrB

2 þ 1� 2cbþ b2
	 


rBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM

� x
1þ x

2PrJph: (39)

Finally, we define the adimensional spin-dependent current asymmetry ASF ¼ DJr=Jph that in the following will be taken

as the figure of merit (or conversion efficiency) of the spin-PD:

ASF ¼
rSC crB þ brFMð Þ

rFM þ rSC þ rBð Þ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM

� �
þ 1� c2ð ÞrB

2 þ 1� 2cbþ b2
	 


rBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM

� x
1þ x

2Pr: (40)

The optical spin orientation, the spin depolarization dur-

ing propagation, and the spin filtering action of the barrier all

contribute to ASF. In Sec. IV, we will discuss the parameter

dependence of ASF and which strategies should be taken in

order to maximize it.

The circuit employed for measuring the current in the

CVVM mode is reported in Fig. 1(b). A voltage generator

keeps the voltage drop DV constant over the device. The cur-

rent flowing in the photodiode (schematized as a resistor

RSD) gives rise, through the operational amplifier, to the out-

put voltage DVO ¼ �ROI ¼ �RO½I0 þ Iphðf Þ�, where RO

determines the gain of the amplifier. A lock-in technique is

employed for measuring DVO, as discussed in Sec. V, in

order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to isolate the

photocurrent contribution at frequency f.

IV. DISCUSSION

As a prototype system for discussing the parameter

dependence of ASF (Eq. (40)), we choose the epitaxial heter-

ostructure Fe/MgO/Ge that has been extensively studied for

spintronic applications35–41 also by the authors.14,15,42–46 In

the following, we will consider an intrinsic Ge substrate with

resistivity qSC¼ 47 X cm (accidentally n-doped), illuminated

by monochromatic light with a wavelength of 1300 nm

(coincident with one of the transmission windows of

Si-based optical fibers). The corresponding photon energy is

0.95 eV, close to the direct gap at the C point of the Ge band

structure (0.8 eV). We note that the flat-band approximation

is reasonable with such a Ge substrate, being the built-in

voltage very small (VBI	 0.12 eV, calculated as the voltage

to which corresponds a zero photocurrent in Ref. 15) and the

depletion width very large (	5 lm). Moreover, the I–V

curve measured on a tunnelling junction of comparable area

(data not shown) is cubic, indicating that the main transport

mechanism is tunnelling through the MgO barrier.

For the polarization of photo-generated electrons, we

assume Pr ¼ 0:5 as for direct gap excitation, according to

the optical selection rules holding at the C point.47 We note

that this value has also been experimentally confirmed,

within a tolerance of 610%, by different experiments, both

spin polarized photoemission48,49 and photoluminescence.50

Anyway, considering that Pr appears in Eq. (40) only as a

multiplying factor, a different value of this parameter would

only reduce the conversion efficiency by dividing for a con-

stant factor, while the remaining part of the discussion will

be unaffected.

For the electron spin relaxation time, we assume sSC
sf

¼ 100 ps, extrapolated from Ref. 51 at room temperature.

Correspondingly, employing a diffusion coefficient D
¼ 0.01035 m2 s�1 for electrons,52 the spin relaxation length

results lSC
sf ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DsSC

sf

q
¼ 1.02 lm. Consequently, we obtain
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rSC ¼ qSClSC
sf ¼ 4.78� 10�7 X m2 and, employing a light

attenuation length kL¼ 1.25 lm,53 x ¼ lSC
sf =kL¼ 0.814.

Note that the only effect of the light attenuation length

kL on ASF (see Eq. (40)) is via the pre-factor x=½1þ x�
¼ lSC

sf =½kL þ lSC
sf � that affects the magnitude of ASF but not its

dependence on rB and c. If kL � lSC
sf (x� 1), the degree of

optical spin orientation of the photo-generated electrons is

preserved from the generation points to the barrier: this con-

dition clearly gives a maximum in ASF (x=½1þ x� � 1). If

kL � lSC
sf (x� 1), instead, the degree of optical spin orien-

tation of the photo-generated electrons is almost completely

lost before coming to the barrier, so that ASF tends to zero

ðx=½1þ x� ! 0Þ. For the present case, x ¼ lSC
sf =kL¼ 0.814

so that x=½1þ x� ¼ 0.45.

For Fe, we employ b¼ 0.41 as bulk resistance asymme-

try,54 lFM
sf ¼ 8.5 nm as spin diffusion length,55 and qFM¼ 4

� 10�6 X cm as resistivity, so that rFM ¼ qFMlFM
sf ¼ 3.4

� 10�16 X m2.

For the barrier, we employ rB¼ 5 � 10�6 X m2 and

c¼ 0.35 (see Ref. 15).56

The device we consider has a circular area, with 750lm

diameter (see the inset of Fig. 7 for a top view of the device);

the Ge and Fe thicknesses are, respectively, zSC¼ 20 lm (Ref.

57) and zF¼ 10 nm, holding to �rSC ¼ qSCzSC¼ 9.4 � 10�7 X
m2 and �rFM ¼ qFMzFM ¼ 4 � 10�16 X m2. An estimation of

the photogeneration rate (�gr) can be obtained from photocur-

rent experimental data and Eq. (19): with Jph	 40 A/m2 at

0.4 V bias (corresponding to Iph 	 20 lA), we find �gr¼ aLJph=
e	2 � 1026 electrons/m3 s. From Eqs. (29), (31), and (35) we

calculate r� ¼ 4.44� 10�6 X m2, r0¼ 1.38� 10�5 X m2, rrþ
¼ 5.06� 10�6 X m2, and rr� ¼ 4.99� 10�6 X m2.

Assuming a voltage drop DV¼ 0.4 V and working in the

CVMM mode (see Sec. III C), we can evaluate the dc densi-

ties in the (a)–(c) cases discussed in Sec. III A:

(a) J0¼ 2.890� 104 A/m2 (I0	 13 mA) if no photo-excitation

is present;

(b) J0¼ 2.889� 104 A/m2 if the device if illuminated by not

polarized, or linearly polarized, light with Jph¼ 40 A/m2

(Iph 	 20 lA); we note that the difference with case (a) is

very small because the photocurrent is a perturbation

with respect to the dc (Jph=J0 	 0.1%);

(c) Jr¼þ1
0 ¼2.88851�104A/m2 and Jr¼�1

0 ¼2.88853�104

A/m2 if the device is illuminated by circularly polarized

light with right (r¼þ1) or left (r¼�1) circular polariza-

tion. DJr results 	2�10�1 A/m2 (	90nA), leading to a

conversion efficiency ASF¼DJr=Jph 	0.5%.

In Fig. 2 are reported, as a function of the voltage drop

DV, the current density without photo-excitation (J0, black

curve and left scale) and the difference between the current

densities after illumination by left (r¼�1) and right

(r¼þ1) circularly polarized light (DJr, red curve and right

scale). For the photocurrent (Jph), we assumed a linear rela-

tion between DV and Jph. We note that this is strictly true in

the flat band condition: in this case, the electric field in the

SC is the only driving force for separating the electron-hole

pairs, and thus it is reasonable to assume, at least at the first

order, a proportionality with the photocurrent intensity. In

the inset are reported the current densities after illumination

by left (top red curve) and right (bottom blue curve) circu-

larly polarized light, and by comparison the corresponding

curve for unpolarised, or linearly polarized, light (black

dashed curve), around the working point of the device

(DV¼ 0.4 V).

Before going on, it is worthwhile to discuss, in our sys-

tem, the eventuality of an electric-field dependence of spin

diffusion in the SC, as predicted by Yu and Flatt�e (see Ref.

58). In order to evaluate this effect, we estimate the maxi-

mum electric field (represented by FðzÞ, see Eqs. (7), (10),

and (12)) in the SC: at the interface, it results Fðz¼ 0Þ
¼ eqSC�gr=aLþ qSCJ0 ¼ qSCðJ0þ JphÞ¼1.36�104V/m. The

high-field regime for spin transport in SCs, in which the

decay length of spin polarization is no longer the spin relaxa-

tion length, is defined in Ref. 58 by the condition E>EC,

where E is the electric field (F¼1.36 � 104V/m, with our

notation) and EC is a critical value given by the relation

eEC=kBT ¼ 1=lSC
sf . T is the temperature (300 K) and kB is the

Boltzmann constant. EC results 2.54 � 104V/m, larger than

E: the influence of the electric field on the spin diffusion

regime can then be neglected, and the decay length of spin

polarization in SC can be represented by the spin relaxation

length lSC
sf .59

A. Current asymmetry vs. barrier asymmetry
(ASF vs. c)

In Fig. 3, we report the color plot of ASF, obtained by

Eq. (40) with sSC
sf ¼ 100 ps (lSC

sf 	 1 lm), as a function of the

barrier resistance (rB) and asymmetry (c). In the bottom

panel is shown the line profile of ASF vs. c corresponding to

rB¼ 5 � 10�5 X m2.42 Before to continue, it is helpful to

make some approximations. As the values reported above

suggest, rFM can be reasonably neglected when compared

with rSC and �rFM when compared to �rSC. This is a quite gen-

eral situation for ferromagnetic metals, so that the approxi-

mations rFM/rSC � 0 and �rFM/�rSC� 0 can be always made

without loss of generality. Moreover, apart from the special

FIG. 2. Current density without photo-excitation (J0, black curve and left

scale) and current density asymmetry between left (r¼�1) and right

(r¼þ1) circularly polarized light (DJr, red curve and right scale). In the

inset are reported the current densities after illumination by left (top red

curve) and right (bottom blue curve) circularly polarized light, and by com-

parison the corresponding curve for unpolarised, or linearly polarized, light

(black dashed curve), around the working point of the device (DV¼ 0.4 V).
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case in which the barrier is absent (rB ¼ 0), that will be dis-

cussed in detail below, also the tunnelling barrier resistance

rB is typically some orders of magnitude larger than rFM, so

that we can also assume rFM/rB � 0 and brFM/crB � 0. With

these approximations, ASFðc > 0Þ (Eq. (40)) results, neglect-

ing brFM at the numerator60

ASF c > 0ð Þ � crBrSC

�rSC rSC þ rBð Þ þ 1� c2ð ÞrB
2 þ rBrSC

x
1þx

2Pr:

(41)

In the special case c ¼ 1, the current is 100% spin polar-

ized by the barrier (only þ electrons cross the barrier), and

ASF results

ASF c ¼ 1ð Þ � rBrSC

�rSC rSC þ rBð Þ þ rBrSC

x
1þ x

2Pr

¼ 1

1þ zSC

lSC
sf

þ �rSC

rB

x
1þ x

2Pr: (42)

The absolute maximum of ASF is attained for c ¼ 1 and

rB � �rSC

ASF;max �
1

1þ zSC

lSC
sf

x
1þ x

2Pr ¼
lSC
sf

lSC
sf þ zSC

lSC
sf

lSC
sf þ kL

2Pr: (43)

B. Current asymmetry vs. barrier resistance
(ASF vs. rB)

In the left panel of Fig. 3 is reported the line profile of ASF

vs. rB corresponding to c¼ 0.8 and sSC
sf ¼ 100 ps (lSC

sf 	 1 lm).

When rB � rSC, ASF (Eq. (40)) can be approximated to

ASF rB � rSCð Þ �
crB þ brFM

�rSC

x
1þ x

2Pr: (44)

In the absence of the barrier (rB ¼ 0), the numerator of

Eq. (44) is proportional to brFM, smaller than crB as dis-

cussed above, so that ASF is minimum. This is an intuitive

result, being the presence of the spin dependent barrier

(rB 6¼ 0, c 6¼ 0) necessary for exploiting sizable spin depen-

dent effects, as already pointed out by FJ23 and other

authors.61,62

When rB � rSC, instead, we have crB � brFM and ASF

(Eq. (40)) becomes

ASF rB � rSCð Þ �
c

1þ �rSC

rSC
þ 1� c2
	 
 rB

rSC

x
1þ x

2Pr: (45)

In the asymptotic case rB !1, we have ASF ! 0, apart

from the case c ¼ 1 that has been discussed above (see

Eq.(43)). This result can be justified as follows. At fixed c,

for low values of rB, the impact of spin filtering is negligible

and the different spin populations optically injected in the

SC do not produce a sizable electrical signal. An increase in

rB favors electrical detection, and consequently the current

asymmetry DJr increases. However, according to the FJ the-

ory of spin injection in SCs,23 large rB values also produce a

sizable spin splitting of the electrochemical potentials in the

SC simply due to dc current. In these conditions, spin polar-

ized photo-generated electrons suffer from a relevant depo-

larization during their motion towards the barrier and DJr

decreases, leading to small values of ASF. As a consequence,

there is an optimum value of rB ensuring the maximization

of ASF (the calculation is reported in Appendix C)

rB ¼ qSC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zSClSC

sf

1� c2

s
: (46)

The locus rBðcÞ is reported in Fig. 3 (continuous white

line).

In Fig. 4 is reported the helicity-dependent resistance rr

(Eq. (35)), normalized to the semiconductor resistance rSC,

as a function of the ratio rB=rSC for Pr¼�0.5 (red line), 0

(black line), and þ0.5 (blue line), corresponding to right,

null (linear), and left circular polarization. When rB � rSC,

we have

FIG. 4. Helicity-dependent resistance rr(see Eq. (35) in the text) as a func-

tion of the ratio rB=rSC, for Pr¼�0.5 (red line), 0 (black line), and þ0.5

(blue line). c¼ 0.8 and x ¼ lSC
sf =kL¼ 0.82 are assumed.

FIG. 3. Calculated conversion efficiency (ASF) of the spin-photodiode as a

function of the barrier resistance (rB) and asymmetry (c). A spin relaxation

time sSC
sf ¼ 100 ps has been assumed. In the left and bottom panels are

reported the cross sections for c and rB fixed, respectively.
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rr

rSC
¼ 1

x
þ rB

rSC

1� c
x

1þ x
Pr

� �
; (47)

that in the limit rB=rSC ! 0 leads to

rr ¼
rSC

x
¼ qSCkL; (48)

rr acts as an “effective resistance,” leading to the volt-

age drop rrJph (see Eq. (35)) seen by photoelectrons pro-

duced in SC according to a spatial distribution with

characteristic length kL. Anyway, when rB=rSC ! 0, rr is

constant and the helicity dependence is lost.

When rB � rSC, instead, we have

rr

rSC
¼ 1� c2
	 


rB

rSC
þ 1

x
� c

x
1þ x

Pr; (49)

that in the limit rB=rSC !1 leads to

rr ¼ ð1� c2ÞrB: (50)

Even in this case, rr is constant and the helicity depen-

dence is lost. While in the limit rB=rSC ! 0, the voltage drop

rrJph (see Eq. (35)) was ascribed to the SC resistance seen

by photoelectrons during their motion towards the barrier

(Eq. 48)), in the limit rB=rSC !1 it is due to the barrier

resistance itself (Eq. (50)); in both the cases, there is no

dependence on Pr, so that DJr (Eq. (39)) and ASF (Eq. (40))

become zero, as shown in Fig. 3 (left panel).

C. Current asymmetry vs. spin relaxation time
(ASF vs. sSC

sf )

In Fig. 5, we report the color plots of ASF for three dif-

ferent electron spin relaxation times:sSC
sf ¼ 1 ps (panel (a)),

100 ps (panel (b), the same of Fig. 3), and 10 ns (panel (c)),

corresponding to lSC
sf 	 0.1 lm, 1 lm, and 10 lm, respec-

tively. In each panel, the optimal resistance barrier �rBðcÞ is

shown (continuous white line). In Fig. 6 is reported �rB vs.

sSC
sf and lSC

sf with c¼ 0.8 (continuous black line): according to

Eq. (46), �rB increases with lSC
sf . The maximum value of ASF

(Eq. (43)) also increases with sSC
sf (lSC

sf ), as shown in Fig. 6

(continuous red and dashed blue lines). As discussed above,

a larger sSC
sf (lSC

sf ) means that the photo-electrons generated in

the SC have a larger probability to cross the device and get

to the barrier without losing their spin polarization: corre-

spondingly, ASF is larger.

We note that, from Eq. (43), how large lSC
sf depends on

the comparison with two other characteristic lengths: the SC

length zSC and the light absorption length kL. The latter

depends both on the SC properties and the light wavelength.

In Fig. 6, we report ASF,max vs. sSC
sf (lSC

sf ) for two different

light absorption lengths, 1.25 lm (red line) and 12.5 lm

(blue dashed line), corresponding to 1300 nm and 1550 nm

light wavelengths, respectively.63

Note that we employ the same approximation followed

in Ref. 31, where Ge is treated like a direct semiconductor

for what concern selection rules. In fact, indirect phonon-

assisted absorption processes are much weaker than those at

the direct gap (about three to four orders of magnitudes from

indirect transitions from C to L at h�¼ 0.66 eV to direct tran-

sitions at C with h�¼ 0.8 eV (Ref. 63)), so that indirect tran-

sitions can be neglected.

As expected from the discussion above, and assuming

the same value for sSC
sf (lSC

sf ) at the two wavelengths,18 kL

¼ 1.25 lm gives larger ASF,max than kL¼ 12.5 lm. By an

applicative point of view, this result means that Ge-based

spin-PDs are less efficient at 1550 nm than at 1300 nm (these

two wavelengths correspond to the third and second win-

dows of Si-based optical fibers employed in telecommunica-

tions).16 In the limit lSC
sf � zSC and lSC

sf � kL, instead, all the

photogenerated electrons maintain their polarization, so that,

in the limit case c ¼ 1 discussed above (see Eq. (43)) the

FIG. 5. Calculated conversion efficiency (ASF) of the spin-photodiode as a

function of the barrier resistance (rB) and asymmetry (c) for three different

electron spin relaxation times: sSC
sf ¼ 1 ps (panel (a)), 100 ps (panel (b)), and

10 ns (panel (c)). The optimal resistance barrier (�rB vs. c) is indicated in

each panel (continuous white line).
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photocurrent spin asymmetry coincides with the photo-

generation spin asymmetry (ASF;max ¼ 2Pr ¼ DPr).

Finally, from Fig. 5 we note that, while ASF,max

increases with lSC
sf , the area of the ðrB; cÞ space where ASF/

ASF,max is larger than a given value decreases (for example,

looking at the fraction area of the ðrB; cÞ space where ASF/

ASF,max> 0.25, we find 30%, 21%, and 13% for lSC
sf 	0.1 lm,

1 lm, and 10 lm, respectively). The increase of ASF,max with

sSC
sf (lSC

sf ) is then counterbalanced by a stronger localization

(in terms of the space of parameters) of ASF, that is there is a

smaller ðrB; cÞ space where to work in order to obtain ASF

values close to its maximum.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION ON GERMANIUM SPIN
PHOTODIODES

In order to validate the model discussed above, we briefly

report on the experimental results obtained by our group on

spin-PDs based on the Fe/MgO/Ge heterostructure.15

In addition to allowing spin manipulation64 and spin

transport over micrometric distances,36 with spin lifetimes in

the nanosecond range,32,65 the peculiarity of Ge in spin-

optoelectronic is the opportunity of operating the spin-PD in

a wider spectral range than GaAs, from the visible to the

near-infrared (0.8 eV), including the second and the third

windows of Silica optical fibers that would be not accessible

to GaAs based devices, due to the much larger bandgap

(1.42 eV). Moreover, with respect to their GaAs counter-

parts,8,9 even employing more complex features such as

quantum wells,10,11 our Ge-based spin-PDs show larger con-

version efficiencies at room temperature (about 5% at 0.4 V

bias and 1300 nm excitation energy, as shown in Fig. 7 and

Ref. 15, to be compared with maximum values of about 1%

for GaAs-based devices reported in the literature).

Several actions could be taken for further improving the

conversion efficiency ASF. According to the work of Bottegoni

et al.,49 a compressive strain on Ge removes the heavy-hole

light-hole degeneracy leading to an increase of the polarization

(a sufficient strain could achieve a 100% optical spin orienta-

tion at the band gap). Being ASF proportional to Pr (see Eq.

(40)), this would double, in the best condition, the conversion

efficiency of the device. Tang et al.,66 instead, predicted that a

strain along the Ge [111] direction can partially remove the

degeneracy of the L valleys, leading to a reduced intervalley

phonon-assisted scattering and hence to an increase of even an

order of magnitude in the spin lifetime of carriers sSC
sf . This

achievement would increase the figure of merit, according to

Sec. IV C. Finally, in Sec. IV and Ref. 15, we demonstrated

the importance of the spatial distribution of polarized carriers

with respect to the position of the Fe/MgO detector, essentially

depending on the ratio between light absorption length and

spin diffusion length. Heterostructures engineering can be used

to design Ge-based spin-PDs where photo-carrier generation

takes place very close to the MgO barrier, so that the spin

depolarization during transport towards the barrier becomes

negligible.

The sample preparation has been reported in detail else-

where.43,44 MgO and Fe were deposited in-situ by Molecular

Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on low n-doped Ge(001) commercial

wafers (resistivity 	 47 X cm) at room temperature (RT) and

post-annealed at 770 K and 470 K, respectively, to achieve

good epitaxy with limited interdiffusion at the interfaces.

The Fe thickness was fixed at 10 nm, while different thick-

nesses of MgO have been tested, ranging from 1 nm to

3.5 nm. Finally, the samples were capped with 2 nm of Au in

order to protect the topmost Fe layer from oxidation. Spin-

PDs with circular shape and different areas (from 1� 104 to

5� 105 lm2) have been fabricated by means of optical

lithography and ion beam etching. A top view of a spin-PD

is shown in the inset of Fig. 7. Circularly polarized light,

with a wavelength of 1300 nm (h�¼ 0.96 eV, close to the Ge

gap at the C point), impinges on the device from the top and

perpendicularly to the spin-PD surface. An external electro-

magnet was employed to provide a magnetic field perpendic-

ular to the surface, in order to drive the Fe magnetization

FIG. 6. Maximum figure-of-merit ASF,max (left scale, red and blue dashed

curves) and optimal resistance barrier �rB (right scale, black curve) as a func-

tion of the spin relaxation time sSC
sf (bottom scale) and spin diffusion length

lSC
sf (top scale). ASF,max (see Eq. (43)) is calculated for two different light

absorption lengths, 1.25 lm (red line) and 12.5 lm (blue dashed line).

c¼ 0.8 is assumed.

FIG. 7. Measured conversion efficiency (ASF) as a function of the barrier

thickness (tB) in Fe/MgO/Ge spin-photodiodes (adapted from Ref. 15). The

red dashed line is only a guide for the eyes. In the inset is reported the top

view of a Fe/MgO/Ge photodiode, with indicated the top contact (Fe) and

the bottom contact (Ge). The electrodes have annular shape, and the illumi-

nated area is the circular region inside the circular ring of the top contact.
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(M) out-of-plane and hence parallel to the photon angular

momentum. The curve reported in Fig. 7 was obtained with

the electrical setup shown in Fig. 1(b) by using a lock-in

technique, in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and

to isolate the photocurrent contribution. Circularly polarized

light was produced by a laser diode with a wavelength of

1300 nm (h�¼ 0.96 eV), followed by a linear polarizer and a

photoelastic modulator (PEM), working at f¼ 50 kHz fre-

quency. The helicity-dependent photocurrent (DIr(f)¼ Ir¼�1

� Ir¼þ1) was converted into a proportional voltage signal by

the operational amplifier and then demodulated by the lock-in

amplifier. The photocurrent Iph was measured employing light

with linear polarization, with the very same intensity of circu-

larly polarized light. Further details on the experimental setup

and measurement procedures are reported in Refs. 14–16.

The measurements have been performed in the CVMM

mode (see Secs. III C and IV), applying a fixed voltage

DV¼ 0.4 V in order to drive the electrons from Ge to Fe. In

Fig. 7 is reported the conversion efficiency ASF vs. the MgO

barrier thickness tB (red dots), measured by characterizing

batches of spin-PDs with different tB in the range of

1 nm–3.5 nm. A clear maximum in ASF is present for a bar-

rier thickness tB¼ 2.5 nm, while for thinner and thicker bar-

riers the spin filtering effect essentially vanishes. Note that

the MgO thickness range considered in this work is

1.5 nm–3.5 nm, that is tB � zSC and tB � zF, so that the

model, that assumes a zero-thickness barrier, can be consid-

ered valid. Obviously, the barrier thickness determines the

barrier resistance (rB): we do not have a direct measure of it

because of the series resistance due to the highly resistive

Ge substrate, so that we can only set an upper limit (5

� 10�5 X m2), equal to the substrate resistance.15 As dis-

cussed in Ref. 15, ab-initio calculations give c 	 0.5 for the

electron tunneling asymmetry across MgO at the L-point in

the Ge band-structure, where tunneling takes place. Coming

to the model prediction, in Fig. 3 there is actually a maximum

at rB	 5 � 10�6 X m2 for c¼ 0.35, in good agreement with

the presence of the experimental peak of ASF at tB¼ 2.5 nm.

This result is a clear validation of the model reliability, in

terms of predicting the data set (rB,c) that maximizes ASF.

We note that, even if the prediction of the magnitude of

ASF is underestimated by the model (the latter calculates a

value five times smaller than experimental values), probably

because of oversimplifications (e.g., neglecting band bending

effects, as in the FJ work) and uncertainties in parameters (bar-

rier resistance and spin selectivity, spin diffusion length,…),

we should stress that the predicted parameter dependences

(ASF vs. barrier thickness15 and ASF vs. photon energy18) have

been fully confirmed experimentally. We can then conclude

that we have been able to obtain a quite simple and, above all,

analytically solvable model that could be of practical use for

first-order approximation design of spin-PDs and data interpre-

tation. More complete, and complex, models should likely

improve the precision of our results, even we do not expect a

relevant improvement in the comprehension of the parameter

(rB, c, lSC
sf , kL) influence on the device performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a theoretical model for

the helicity-dependent spin injection of a photocurrent in a

MOS-based spin photodiode. The model is based on the

Fert-Jaffrès framework,23 with the introduction of the photo-

generation term in the continuity equation. The model leads

to the expression DV ¼ r0J0 þ rrJph, where DV is the voltage

drop across the device, J0 is the dc current, Jph is the photo-

current, r0 is a fixed resistance per unit area, and rr is a helic-

ity dependent resistance per unit area, containing the

dependence on the circular polarization (r) of the photocur-

rent. We defined the figure of merit of the spin photodiode as

the difference, measured with the voltage DV fixed, between

the electron current when the device is illuminated by right

(r¼þ1) and left (r¼�1) circularly polarized light, divided

by the photocurrent

ASF ¼
rSC crB þ brFMð Þ

rFM þ rSC þ rBð Þ �rSC þ 1� b2
	 


�rFM

� �
þ 1� c2ð ÞrB

2 þ 1� 2cbþ b2
	 


rBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM

�
lSC
sf

kL þ lSC
sf

2Pr: (51)

This expression exploits the dependence on many

parameters, such as the resistance (rB) and spin asymmetry

(c) of the barrier, and the resistivity (qSC), the spin diffusion

length (lSC
sf ), and the light absorption length (kL) of the semi-

conductor. While ASF increases monotonically with c, the

dependence on rB is more complicated: ASF is minimum for

rB¼ 0 and rB � qSClSC
sf , while the maximum is attained at

rB ¼ qSC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zSClSC

sf

1� c2

s
: (52)

This formula allows us to find the optimal parameter set

for maximizing ASF, which represents the real efficiency of

the spin-PD as a polarimeter. We stress the fact that, at

variance with the models reported in the literature until now,

our model can be analytically solved, leading to simple

mathematical formulae, and in this sense it can be practically

employed for data interpretation and first-approximation

device engineering of spin-PDs. An experimental validation

of Eq. (52) is reported for the case of Fe/MgO/Ge spin-

photodiodes, where the relationship between the barrier

thickness and the conversion efficiency ASF is interpreted in

the frame of our model.
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APPENDIX A: THE CONTINUITY EQUATION IN THE
SEMICONDUCTOR

The continuity equations for the semiconductor (see

Ref. 67) are

@n

@t
¼ Gn � Un þ

1

q
r 
 ~Jn; (A1)

@p

@t
¼ Gp � Up �

1

q
r 
 ~Jp: (A2)

Gn and Gp are the electron (n) and hole (p) generation rates

related to photo-generation. Un and Up are the corresponding

net recombination rates, taking into account the band-to-

band electron-hole recombination and the thermal genera-

tion. Under the assumption of low-level injection (verified in

our system, being Jph=J0 	 0.1%, as shown in Sec. IV), the

net recombination rates are proportional to the excess (with

respect to thermal equilibrium) carrier densities Dn and Dp:

Un ¼ Dn=sn and Up ¼ Dp=sp, where sn and sp are the elec-

tronic carrier lifetimes. Note that the recombination channel

is always present and turns out to be fundamental for mea-

suring a contrast between current densities for illumination

by opposite light helicities.

A simple example can explain the role of recombination.

Let us consider a fully circularly polarized light inducing

fully spin polarized electrons by optical spin orientation in a

system with a very good spin filtering of the barrier (barrier

selectivity c close to 1). For a spin up population, the trans-

mission through the barrier will be high and, consequently,

the accumulation at the MgO/Ge interface will be relatively

low. On the contrary, a reversal of the light helicity will pro-

duce a spin down population with low transmission through

the MgO barrier. These will lead to a significant accumula-

tion at the MgO/Ge interface. In steady state conditions and

in the absence of a recombination channel, the current cross-

ing the barrier will be the same for right or left circularly

polarized light, because all the carriers must cross the MgO

barrier. Then, a recombination channel must be present to

take into account the different accumulation of spin up and

spin down electrons at the interface and to “switch on” a

helicity-dependent photocurrent. A spin down polarized pop-

ulation will produce high accumulation and high recombina-

tion, while for a spin-up population the accumulation will be

negligible and thus the recombination has a minor role, lead-

ing to a larger photocurrent.

Note that recombinations at the MgO/Ge interface may

occur, but their effect is qualitatively similar to bulk Ge

band-to-band recombinations, so it can be omitted for sake

of simplicity and included in the net recombination rates (Un

and Up). Moreover, note that the low density of interface

states and defects at the interface between MgO and Ge,

indicated by the effective Fermi level depinning,42 reduces

the relative weight of this effect for the system.

As discussed above, within the low-level injection

regime, the net recombination rates are proportional to the

excess carriers only, in first approximation (Un ¼ Dn=sn,

Up ¼ Dp=sp).67 These excess carriers Dn and Dp come from

the photo-generation, i.e., from the light absorption populat-

ing the valence band (conduction band) with photo-excited

holes (electrons). It follows that the generation rates Gn and

Gp are proportional to Dn and Dp, respectively, and we can

assume the same spatial profile for generation and recombi-

nation, so to define the effective “combined” rates, including

both photogeneration and recombination

Geff ;n ¼ Gn � Un; (A3)

Geff ;p ¼ Gp � Up: (A4)

In steady-state conditions, we have @n=@t ¼ 0 and

@p=@t ¼ 0, so that Eqs. (A1) and (A2) become

Geff ;n þ
1

q
r 
 Jn ¼ 0; (A5)

Geff ;p �
1

q
r 
 Jp ¼ 0: (A6)

Note that, because of the charge neutrality of both pho-

togeneration and recombination, the effective generation

rates for holes and electrons are equal (Geff ;n ¼ Geff ;p). In

steady state conditions, Eqs. (A5) and (A6) give a total cur-

rent (electrons þ holes) constant along the device length:

r 
 Jn þr 
 Jp ¼ r 
 ðJn þ JpÞ ¼ r 
 Jtot ¼ 0.

In our model, we consider electrons only, that is Eqs.

(A1), (A3), and (A5). In our device geometry, ~Jn is directed

along z and Gn and Un depend only on the z-coordinate. Eq.

(A5) corresponds to the steady state version of Eq. (5) in the

manuscript, summing up the þ and � electrons (with

sþsf ¼ s�sf ) and assuming G
þð�Þ
eff ;n ¼ G

þð�Þ
n ðzÞ � U

þð�Þ
n ðzÞ

¼ gþð�Þr expð�aLzÞ (Eq. (4) in the manuscript). Note that a

more sophisticated model should take into account explicitly

the recombination time of electrons that plays a key role in

the observation of a non zero ASF as discussed above (in the

absence of such a channel, or equivalently in the case of an

infinite recombination time, in steady state conditions spin

up and down currents will be the same, independently on

their different accumulation at the MgO/Ge interface, so that

ASF would be identically zero), leading to an expression of

ASF depending on it.

The exponential decay of Gþð�Þn is due to the exponen-

tial attenuation of light in the semiconductor, coming from

the classical theory of electromagnetic waves absorbed in

a medium with complex refractive index. The recombina-

tion of electrons U
þð�Þ
n can be considered, as a first approxi-

mation, an exponential too, with the same spatial profile

of the photo-generation, being Un ¼ Dn=sn (see Ref. 67)

and thus proportional to the number of photogenerated

electrons.
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Eq. (A5) applies everywhere in the semiconductor and

states that in steady state conditions (as those considered in

our paper) the divergence of ~Jn is not zero but depends on

the effective generation rate

r 
 ~Jn ¼ �qGeff ;n: (A7)

Applying the divergence theorem to Eq. (A7) on a vol-

ume V with surface boundary R, we obtainð
R

~Jn 
~n dR ¼ �q

ð
V

Geff ;ndV; (A8)

where ~n is the normal unit vector pointing outward the sur-

face element dR.

We consider a volume V shaped as a cylinder with base

area A, parallel to the xy plane, and extending in the z-direc-

tion from z¼ 0 to z¼ zSC. This semiconductor geometry is

the same employed in our device. Eq. (A8) becomes

Jn zSCð ÞA� Jn 0ð ÞA ¼ �q

ðzSC

0

Geff ;nAdz

¼ �q

ðzSC

0

gþr þ g�r
	 


exp �aLzð ÞAdz

¼ q
gþr þ g�r
	 


aL
A: ðA9Þ

Jnð0Þ is the electron current density at the interface between

the semiconductor and the ferromagnet. Because in the latter

there is no electron generation or recombination, the diver-

gence is zero (r 
 ~Jn ¼ 0) and thus Jnð0Þ¼ J0, where J0 is

the electron current density in the ferromagnet as defined in

the paper. JnðzSCÞ is the electron current density at the other

side of the semiconductor, called in the Paper �J . Defining

�gr ¼ gþr þ g�r as in the Paper and taking q¼ e, we finally

obtain Eq. (19) of the Paper

J0 þ
e�gr

aL
¼ �J : (A10)

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE PARAMETERS
A4, B1, AND B2

With some mathematics, Eqs. (20) and (23) in the text (the

latter for þ and for� electrons separately) can be rewritten as

A4

rSC
� B1

rFM
¼ beJ0 þ b

x
rSC

�ar �
x

rSC
Dar; (B1)

A4 þ
1þ bð ÞrFM þ 1þ cð ÞrB

rFM

� �
B1 � B2

¼ 1þ c� b� bcð ÞrBeJ0

þ 1þ 1þ c� b� bcð Þx rB

rSC

� �
�ar � Dar; (B2)

�A4 þ
�1þ bð ÞrFM þ �1þ cð ÞrB

rFM

� �
B1 � B2

¼ 1� cþ b� bcð ÞrBeJ0

þ 1þ 1� cþ b� bcð Þx rB

rSC

� �
�ar þ Dar: (B3)

Instead of Eqs. (B2) and (B3), for convenience we take

their sum (Eq. (B4)) and difference (Eq. (B5)), respectively

brFM þ crB

rFM

� �
B1 � B2 ¼ 1� bcð ÞrBeJ0

þ 1þ 1� bcð Þx rB

rSC

� �
�ar; (B4)

A4þ
rFMþrB

rFM

� �
B1¼ c�bð ÞrBeJ0þ c�bð Þx rB

rSC

� �
�ar�Dar:

(B5)

Eqs. (B1), (B4), and (B5) constitute a linear system of

three equations in the three parameters A4, B1, and B2. The

solution is

A4 ¼
1

rFMþ rSCþ rB
rSC crBþbrFMð ÞeJ0


þ crBþbrFMð Þx�ar� rSCþ rBþ rFMð Þx½ �Darg; (B6)

B1 ¼
rFM

rFM þ rSC þ rB

�
c� bð ÞrB � brSC½ �eJ0

þ c� bð ÞrB � brSC

rSC
x�ar þ x� 1ð ÞDar

�
; (B7)

B2 ¼ �
1

rFM þ rSC þ rB

�
n
½ð1� c2ÞrB

2 þ ð1� 2cbþ b2ÞrBrFM þ rBrSC

þ b2rSCrFM�eJ0 þ
1

rSC
½ð1� c2ÞrB

2

þ ð1� 2cbþ b2ÞrBrFM þ rBrSC þ b2rSCrFM�x�ar

þ rFM þ rSC þ rB½ ��ar� crB þ brFMð Þ x� 1ð ÞDarg:
(B8)

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF THE OPTIMAL
RESISTANCE BARRIER

The first derivative of Eq. (41) in the variable rB is

@ASF

@rB
¼ crSC

�rSCrSC � 1� c2
	 


rB
2

�rSC rSC þ rBð Þ þ 1� c2ð ÞrB
2 þ rBrSC

� �2
� x

1þ x
2Pr: (C1)

The approximations rFM � rB, rFM � rSC, and �rFM � �rSC

have been employed, as in the text.

ASF(rB) presents a stationary point when Eq. (C1) is

equal to zero: this happens for rB given by

rB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�rSCrSC

1� c2

r
¼ qSC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zSClSC

sf

1� c2

s
: (C2)

The second partial derivative of Eq. (41) in the variable

rB is
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@2ASF

@r2
B

¼ �2crSC
3rB�rSCrSC 1� c2

	 

� 1� c2
	 
2

rB
3 þ �rSC

2rSC þ �rSCrSC
2

�rSC rSC þ rBð Þ þ 1� c2ð ÞrB
2 þ rBrSC

� �3 x
1þ x

2Pr: (C3)

Evaluated in �rB given by Eq. (C2), this derivative is always negative

@2ASF

@r2
B

���
rB
¼ �2cr2

SC�rSC
2 �rSCrSCð Þ1=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� c2

p
þ �rSC þ rSC

�rSC rSC þ rBð Þ þ 1� c2ð ÞrB
2 þ rBrSC

� �3 x
1þ x

2Pr < 0; (C4)

�rB thus corresponds to a maximum of ASF, whatever the

other parameters (�rSC, rSC,c) are.
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